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Criteria for stability and controllability of road vehicles are
briefly reviewed and it is argued that there is a need for cri-
teria that might better relate to subjective ratings by drivers.
The variance of a driver’s closed-loop control action against
random disturbances acting on the vehicle is proposed as a
realistic criterion that might relate to a driver’s assessment
of the vehicle. A nonlinear vehicle model with five degrees of
freedom, negotiating a ninety-degree bend in minimum time
is the basis for the theoretical study. The vehicle model is run
with the centre of mass in two different positions. It is found
that the variance of the driver’s compensatory steering con-
trol varies significantly through the manoeuvre, reaching a
peak at about mid-corner. The corresponding variance in
the lateral path error of the vehicle also peaks at about the
same position in the manoeuvre. Comparison of these vari-
ances to existing stability and controllability criteria shows
that the variance of the compensatory control might reveal
aspects of the handling behaviour that the existing criteria
do not. Recommendations for further work are given, and
include a program of driving simulator experiments or track
tests to correlate the new criteria against subjective ratings
by human drivers.

1 Introduction

Automotive engineers tasked with tuning the handling be-
haviour of a vehicle often use quantitative objective criteria
to assess stability and controllability under various operat-
ing conditions. An ideal criterion would be predictable from

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

the design parameters of the vehicle and correlate well with
subjective assessments. Many criteria have been used in the
past. The use of stability and controllability derivatives orig-
inally employed in the aircraft industry is advocated in [1]. If
the total lateral force and yaw moment applied to the vehicle
by the tyres are denoted by Ft and Mt then in the case of the
linear operating regime they can be expressed in terms of the
vehicle sideslip angle β, yaw rate ψ̇, front road wheel steer
angle δ and six partial derivatives:

Ft = (
∂Ft

∂β
)β+(

∂Ft

∂ψ̇
)ψ̇+(

∂Ft

∂δ
)δ (1)

Mt = (
∂Mt

∂β
)β+(

∂Mt

∂ψ̇
)ψ̇+(

∂Mt

∂δ
)δ (2)

Numerical values of the six partial derivatives can give in-
sight to the handling behaviour of the vehicle. The analysis
can be extended to the case of nonlinear vehicles operating
near the limit of adhesion [1].

A handling diagram is constructed in [2] to depict some as-
pects of the handling behaviour of a vehicle. Normalized
characteristics of lateral force against slip angle for front and
rear axles are used to construct the diagram. Equilibrium
points and their stability can be determined for combinations
of vehicle speed and steering angle. More information about
the transient behaviour of a vehicle can be obtained by plot-
ting a phase portrait [3, 4]. The portrait depicts the trajec-
tories of two states of the vehicle, for example yaw rate and
lateral velocity. Equilibrium points and their stability can be
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2 VEHICLE MODEL

determined by observing convergence or divergence of the
trajectories. A limitation of the phase portrait is that only a
limited range of operating conditions can be depicted on an
individual portrait.

Frozen-time eigenvalues for time varying systems are inves-
tigated in [5, 6]. Conditions for which a slowly time vary-
ing system is asymptotically stable if the frozen system is
stable are derived. An eigenvalue analysis of a linearized,
time-varying state space model of a motorcycle was under-
taken in [7]. Root loci of the poles of the motorcycle sys-
tem were plotted as they varied with time through various
manoeuvres. These frozen-time eigenvalues predicted the
motorcycle’s stability accurately, judged against a nonlinear
simulation. It was stressed however that the method should
be used with utmost care when inferring stability, especially
when eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis.

The concept of practical stability was applied to a motorcy-
cle in [8]. A transient disturbance was applied to a nonlin-
ear motorcycle model at the beginning of a manoeuvre and
then the subsequent growth or decay of oscillations during
the course of the manoeuvre was used to assess the stabil-
ity. This approach was further developed in [9] by adopt-
ing ideas from tube-based robust model predictive control.
Instead of a transient disturbance, a continual random dis-
turbance was applied to a simulated nonlinear vehicle nego-
tiating a lap of a circuit. A simulated driver was assumed
to perform closed-loop feedback control to compensate for
the effect of the random disturbance and keep the vehicle
close to the optimal path. The trade-off between the vari-
ance of the compensatory steering control (a measure of the
driver’s physical workload) and the lap time was quantified.
A disadavantage of the method was that the variance of com-
pensatory steering control was determined from an ensemble
1000 time domain simulations, which was computationally
expensive.

The work described in the present paper extends the ap-
proach in [9] by calculating the variance of the simulated
driver’s compensatory control responses directly, rather than
by simulating an ensemble of time domain responses. In ad-
dition, the way in which the variance of the compensatory
responses changes through the manoeuvre is examined, and
compared against several existing stability and controllabil-
ity criteria. It is anticipated that the variance of the driver’s
compensatory control action and the variance of the vehicle’s
lateral path dispalcement from the nominal path might re-
late to the driver’s subjective assessment of the stability and
controllability of the vehicle. In addition, by examining the
way in which the variances change through the manoeuvre, it
might be possible to tune the vehicle to behave in a desirable
manner at various stages of the manoeuvre. The proposed
new criteria differ from existing criteria by accounting for
the closed-loop dynamics of the driver and vehicle, rather
than considering only the open-loop dynamics of the vehicle
without consideration of the driver.

Section 2 describes the nonlinear vehicle model and Section
3 summarises the algorithm used to calculate the nominal

Fig. 1: Vehicle model with associated forces and dimensions.

driver controls (driver/brake torque and steering angle) to ne-
gotiate a ninety-degree bend in minimum time. The compen-
satory steering controller is presented in Section 4, and the
method for calculating the variance of its response is set out
in Section 5. Results of the variance calculation for two dif-
ferent vehicles are presented in Section 6 and comparisons to
existing stability and controllability criteria are discussed in
Section 7. Aspects of the work were documented in [10,11].

2 Vehicle model

The vehicle model is similar to that employed in [9]. The
lateral and yaw dynamics of the vehicle are represented by
the familiar single-track ’bicycle’ model with five degrees
of freedom as shown in Fig. 1. The model complexity is
appropriate for demonstrating the new stability and control-
lability criteria, but a more detailed model would likely be
required to investigate the performance of a specific vehicle.
The forces generated by left and right tyres on an axle are
combined and throughout this paper all parameter values as-
sociated with the tyres relate to the combined left and right
tires on the axle. The equations of motion are:

M(v̇+uψ̇) = Fy f cosδ+Fx f sinδ+Fyr +Fy (3a)
Izψ̈ = a(Fy f cosδ+Fx f sinδ)−bFyr +Mz (3b)

M(u̇− vψ̇) = Fx f cosδ−Fy f sinδ+Fxr (3c)

I f θ̈ f = Tf −Fx f r f (3d)

Irθ̈r = Tr−Fxrrr (3e)

The parameters and their nominal values are defined in Ta-
ble 1. δ is the front road wheel steer angle, Tf ,r the axle
torques and θ f ,r the wheel/axle angular displacements. The
subscripts f ,r indicate front and rear and x,y indicate lon-
gitudinal and lateral. A lateral force Fy and a yaw moment
Mz applied at the centre of mass of the vehicle act as dis-
turbances, such as might arise from road roughness, friction
variations or wind gusts. A single control torque T repre-
sents a combined drive action (if T > 0) and brake action (if
T < 0). Assuming the vehicle is rear wheel drive, the torque
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2 VEHICLE MODEL

T is distributed to the front and rear wheels such that

Tf = b f (1−H(T ))T (4)
Tr = T −Tf (5)

where H(·) is the Heaviside step function and b f is the brake
balance (fraction of braking torque applied to the front axle).

The tyre forces are expressed as functions of the lateral and
longitudinal slips. The slips are defined as:

α f = δ− v+ ψ̇a
|u|

, αr =−
v− ψ̇b
|u|

(6)

κ f =
θ̇ f r f −u
|u|

, κr =
θ̇rrr−u
|u|

(7)

where α j is the lateral tyre slip, κ j is the longitudinal tyre
slip and j is f or r. A normalised slip vector is defined [12]:

s j =

[
sx j
sy j

]
=

Cα j

Fp j

[
κ j

tanα j

]
(8)

where s is the normalised tyre slip and Cα j is the normalised
tyre cornering coefficient. The friction circle limits Fp j are
functions of the static axle loads Fz j and of the form:

Fp j =
Fz j

1+(
2Fz j
3Mg )

3
(9)

where Fz j is the vertical force on the axle. For the purpose of
the present study the height of the vehicle’s centre of mass
is set to zero, to minimise the number of parameters in the
vehicle model and make the results as generic as possible.
Thus only static vertical forces are considered so:

Fz f =
b

a+b
Mg, Fzr =

a
a+b

Mg (10)

The slip coefficient Cα j is defined as:

Cα j = c1

(
1− exp

(
−

Fz j

c2

))
(11)

where c1 and c2 are tyre coefficients. Tyre forces can finally
be expressed as:

[
Fx j
Fy j

]
= P(|s j|))

Fp j

|s j|

[
sx j
sy j

]
(12)

Parameter Symbol Value

Mass M 1050 kg

Moment of inertia about z axis Iz 1500 kgm2

Front axle to CoM distance a 0.92 m

Rear axle to CoM distance b 1.38 m

Wheel radius r f ,rr 0.28 m

Wheel/axle moment of inertia I f , Ir 2 kgm2

Front brake balance b f 0.6

NMS natural frequency ωn 18.85 rad/s

NMS damping factor ξn 0.707

Steering gear ratio G 17

Magic formula coefficient B 1.03

Magic formula coefficient C 1.60

Magic formula coefficient D 1.36

Magic formula coefficient E 0.00

Tyre coefficient c1 69 kN/rad

Tyre coefficient c2 1.4 kN

Gravitational constant g 9.81 m/s2

Discrete time step Td 0.02 s

Table 1: Vehicle model parameters and nominal values. Tyre
parameter values are per axle.

where the function P(s) is Pacejka’s magic formula [2]:

P(s) = Dsin(C arctan(Bs−E(Bs− arctan(Bs)))) (13)

The values of these coefficients, as well as c1 and c2, are
shown in Table 1, and are identical for the front and rear
axles. Lateral front tyre forces for a range of longitudinal
slips are shown in Fig. 2.
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3 MINIMUM MANOEUVRE TIME CALCULATION

Fig. 2: Lateral tyre force for one axle. The curves show four
different levels of longitudinal slip κ. The vertical axle force
Fz j is 6000 N.

The bandwidth-limiting effect of the driver’s neuromuscu-
lar system (NMS) is represented by a second order low-pass
filter acting on the hand wheel angle input δsw to the vehi-
cle [13, 14], given by:

δ̈sw +2ξnωnδ̇sw +ω
2
nδsw = ω

2
nδcom (14)

where δcom is the commanded hand wheel angle, ξn and ωn
are the damping ratio and natural frequency of the NMS; val-
ues for these parameters were informed by [15]. The road
wheel steering angle is given by

δ =
δsw

G
(15)

The nonlinear vehicle dynamics equations can be expressed
as

ẋ = f (x,u) (16)
z = g(x) (17)

with state vector

x = [v ψ̇ ψ u θ̇ f θ̇r δ̇sw δsw]
T (18)

and control input

u = [δcom T ]T (19)

A linearised representation of (16) and (17) is achieved by
performing a linearisation about an arbitrary, possibly non

Fig. 3: The road boundaries and the optimal paths of the US
and OS vehicles.

equilibrium point (x0,u0) to give

ẋc = Acxc +Bcuc +Fc (20)
zc = Ccxc +Gc (21)

where x is the state vector and the matrices relate to the Ja-
cobians through

Ac =
∂ f (x,u)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x0,u0

, Bc =
∂ f (x,u)

∂u

∣∣∣∣
x0,u0

(22)

Fc = f (x0,u0)−Acx0−Bcu0 (23)

Cc =
∂g(x)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x0

, Gc = g(x0)−Ccx0 (24)

For more details of the linearisation see [9, 16]. Following
common practice in the field of Model Predictive Control
the system is then discretised. Zero order hold discretisation
is used; the subscript k indicates that the object is in discrete
time and evaluated at time t = Tdk, where Td is the discrete
time step and k is an integer. The system of equations takes
the form

xk+1 = Akxk +Bkuk +Fk (25)
zk = Ckxk +Gk (26)

3 Minimum manoeuvre time calculation

A single 90◦ bend shown in Fig. 3 is considered. The track is
10 m wide; it starts with a straight section of 360 m, followed
by a 90◦ bend of length 100 m whose centreline has a con-
stant radius of 63.7 m. A long straight section follows, with
the simulation terminating 40 m into this. Following [16] the
minimum manoeuvre time for the undisturbed vehicle de-
scribed by (25) and (26) is obtained by formulating a convex
optimisation problem that maximises the distance travelled
along the centreline in a given time. Optimal controls δsw
and T are calculated for two vehicle configurations. One is
defined by the nominal parameter values in Table 1 and has a
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3 MINIMUM MANOEUVRE TIME CALCULATION

Fig. 4: Optimal torque (T ) through the manoeuvre for the
US and OS vehicles. The torque is positive (accelerating)
if the line is above road level and negative (braking) when
the line is below road level. Both vehicles accelerate in the
first part of the manoeuvre, then brake at corner entry and
accelerate at the exit. The vertical lines correspond to data
at time intervals of 0.4 s. The triangles and circles plotted at
road level correspond to the three phases of the manoeuvre:
braking on entry; transition from braking to accelerating at
mid corner; and maximum drive torque at exit.

Fig. 5: Optimal hand wheel angle (δsw) through the manoeu-
vre for the US and OS vehicles. The steering angle for the
US vehicle is positive through most of the corner while it is
positive at the beginning of the corner for the OS vehicle and
negative (countersteering) towards the exit.

steady-state under-steering (US) characteristic. The other is
defined by the same parameter values except for a = 1.38 m
and b = 0.92 m and has an over-steering characteristic (OS)
due to the rearward position of the centre of mass (CoM).
The brake balance b f is the same for both vehicles. The ve-
hicle begins on the left-hand boundary at the start of the first
straight with speed 30 m/s. The optimisation involves some
constraints: the vehicle is required to remain with the road
boundaries; the maximum drive torque is 2 kNm; the maxi-
mum allowable tire slip at any time is that which gives 0.99
of the maximum feasible horizontal tyre force at that time.

Fig. 6: Relationship between manoeuvre time and centre of
mass position. The optimal value to minimise manoeuvre
time is 0.42.

Fig. 4 shows the optimal torque control for the US and OS
vehicles. The vertical lines correspond to data at time inter-
vals of 0.4 s. The constraint on drive torque means that the
torques are equal whilst accelerating on approach to the cor-
ner. However the braking point for the US vehicle is a little
later than for the OS vehicle and the total braking torque is
greater, due to the front-biased brake balance and forward
CoM position of the US vehicle. After the apex of the cor-
ner the US vehicle begins accelerating earlier than the OS
vehicle, but the OS vehicle applies maximum drive torque
earlier than the US vehicle. The triangles and circles plotted
at road level correspond to these three phases of the manoeu-
vre: braking on entry; transition from braking to accelerat-
ing at mid corner; and maximum drive torque at exit. Fig. 5
shows the optimal hand wheel angle for the US and OS vehi-
cles. Larger angles are required for the US vehicle compared
to the OS vehicle. Another notable difference is that a sig-
nificant countersteering action (negative angle) is applied to
the OS vehicle after the apex of the corner. Comparing the
torque and steering controls it can be observed that for both
vehicles on entry to the bend the steering begins at about the
same time as the switch from accleration to braking. After
this point the braking torque tends to reduce from its peak
value as the steering angle increases. This ensures that the
constraint on combined longitudinal and lateral slip is satis-
fied. For the US vehicle the peak steering angle occurs at
about the same time that braking torque reaches zero, which
is consistent with the slip at the front axle being limiting.
Maximum drive torque is applied to the US vehicle at the
point where the steering angle returns to near zero. The coor-
dination of the steering and torque controls of the OS vehicle
is different to the US vehicle and consistent with the slip at
the rear axle being limiting. The countersteering action be-
gins just before the switch from braking to acceleration and
continues for a short while after maximum drive torque is
reached.

The effect of CoM position, defined as a/(a+ b), on time
to complete the manoeuvre is shown in Fig. 6. The brake
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4 COMPENSATORY CONTROLLER

v v

u

u u

v

Fig. 7: Vehicle in the nominal and perturbed state. The lat-
eral path error e is shown together with nominal and per-
turbed longitudinal velocity u, lateral velocity v, and yaw an-
gle ψ.

balance is fixed to the value given in Table 1. Minimum time
occurs at a/(a+b) = 0.42, which is close to the value of 0.4
specified for the US vehicle.

4 Compensatory controller

In the preceding section the optimal controls to achieve min-
imum manoeuvre time are calculated. These controls could
in principle be applied in a feedforward, open-loop fashion
to the vehicle, and in the absence of disturbances and other
uncertainties, the nominal trajectory would be achieved. In
practice the driver will be required to perform an additional
feedback, closed-loop control in order to compensate for dis-
turbances and other uncertainties, and to stabilise the vehi-
cle if necessary. It is the proposition of this paper that the
driver’s compensatory control action and corresponding ve-
hicle response provide a practical and objective way of quan-
tifying the handling quality of the vehicle as it travels through
the manoeuvre.

It will be assumed that the primary function of the driver’s
compensatory control is to minimise lateral deviation of the
vehicle from the nominal optimum trajectory calculated in
Section 3. This is an appropriate assumption for a racing
driver, but drivers in other situations may have different ob-
jectives. The state space equation (20) is augmented to in-
clude the lateral displacement as a ninth state.

Referring to Fig. 7 the perturbed longitudinal and lateral ve-
locities are u+∆u and v+∆v and the perturbed yaw angle is
ψ+∆ψ, so that the time derivative of the lateral path error,
neglecting second order terms, can be expressed as:

ė = (v+∆v)+(u+∆u)∆ψ− v

= ∆v+u∆ψ
(27)

where ∆ψ is assumed small. In order to include this expres-
sion in the state space equation an additional state is consid-
ered:

ẏ = v+uψ (28)

This equation is not valid for the large angles ψ that might
arise in the nominal case. However, when small perturba-
tions are considered about a linearisation point y0, (28) re-
duces to

ẏ0 +∆ẏ = (v0 +∆v)+(u0 +∆u)(ψ0 +∆ψ)

= (v0 +u0ψ0)+(∆v+u0∆ψ+ψ0∆u)

⇔ ∆ẏ = ∆v+u0∆ψ+ψ0∆u
(29)

If ∆y is to be equivalent to e then it is clear that the lineari-
sation point must be taken about u0, the current nominal lon-
gitudinal velocity. However the linearisation must also be
about ψ0 = 0 rather than the true current yaw angle, to en-
sure that the lateral path error is independent of the nominal
heading angle in the global reference frame.

Disturbances w are considered to cause small perturbations
∆xk about the current nominal state x̄k, with nominal control
input ūk. The state space equation can be expressed as

xk+1 = x̄k+1 +∆xk+1 = Ak(x̄k+

∆xk)+Bk(ūk +∆uk)+Hkwk +Fk (30)

where wk are the disturbances and ∆uk is the compensatory
control action added to the nominal control action.

Disturbances are considered to arise from random lateral
force and yaw moment acting at the centre of mass, and ran-
dom additional handwheel angle arising from neuromuscular
noise. It is assumed that all three disturbances are zero mean,
Gaussian and uncorrelated. The disturbance covariance ma-
trix takes the following form

cov(wk) =

σ2
δsw,dist

0 0
0 σ2

Fy,dist
0

0 0 σ2
Mz,dist

 (31)

where σ denotes standard deviation and the subscripts de-
note the signal to which the standard deviation relates. Val-
ues for the variances of the random force and moment are de-
rived from [17] and are σFy,dist =730 N and σMz,dist =360 Nm.
Variance of the handwheel angle disturbance is derived from
driving simulator experiments [13, 18] and is σδsw,dist =0.1
rad.

The state-space equation (25) can be decomposed as the
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5 COMPENSATORY RESPONSE CALCULATION

nominal disturbance-free dynamics:

x̄k+1 = Akx̄k +Bkūk +Fk (32)

and the perturbation dynamics:

∆xk+1 = Ak∆xk +Bk∆uk +Hkwk (33)

The human driver’s compensatory control action is modelled
as a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) with full state feed-
back. Other control theories can be used to represent human
control action, such as model predictive control and fuzzy
control. An LQR model has been shown to represent mea-
sured steering behaviour well [13, 18], and has been shown
in some circumstances to be equivalent to model predictive
control [14]. Future work will account for sensory and cog-
nitive limitations [19,20]. The objective of the compensatory
controller is to provide a control action

∆uk =−Kk∆xk (34)

that minimises a quadratic cost function [21] comprising a
weighted sum of mean square compensatory control action
and mean square deviation from the nominal state:

J =
∞

∑
k=1

(xT
k Qxk +uT

k Ruk) (35)

where Q is the state cost matrix and R the input cost matrix.
The two weighting matrices, Q = diag(qi), where i = 1 : 9
and R= diag(rl) where l = 1 : 2, are chosen to achieve an ac-
ceptable performance trade-off. To penalise steering action
∆δ̇sw is weighted with q7 = 1 (rad/s)−2 and ∆δsw is weighted
with q8 = 1 rad−2. Lateral path deviation ∆e is weighted
with q9 = 10 m−2 and heading error ∆ψ with q3 = 1 rad−2.
To discourage significant compensatory braking or accelera-
tion control the weight on ∆T was set to r2 = 0.01 (Nm)−2.
All other states and controls were weighted with 10−6. If
measured driving response data are available it is possible to
identify values of the cost function weights [13, 18].

5 Compensatory response calculation

Consider the covariance of (25):

cov(xk+1) = cov(Akxk +Bkuk +Hkwk +Fk) (36)

xk can again be further split up into a nominal component
x̄k with cov(x̄k)=0, and a perturbation ∆xk about this with

Fig. 8: Standard deviation of the lateral path deviation and
heading angle for the US vehicle, calculated using (40) and
an ensemble of 1000 time domain responses.

E(∆xk)=0. Similarly for uk using (33) to give

cov(xk+1) = cov(x̄k+1 +∆xk+1) = cov(Ak

(x̄k +∆xk)+Bk(ūk +∆uk)+Hkwk +Fk) (37)

The covariance of the nominal components is zero by def-
inition. The variance of the constant is also zero, so (37)
becomes

cov(xk+1) = cov(∆xk+1) = cov(Ak∆xk

+Bk∆uk +Hkwk) (38)

The expression for ∆uk (34) can be substituted into (38).
Noting that wk is uncorrelated with the current vehicle state
perturbation [22], the covariance equation becomes

cov(xk+1) = cov((Ak−BkKk)∆xk)+ cov(Hkwk) (39)

Exploiting the identity cov(Ab) = Acov(b)AT , and remem-
bering that cov(xk) = cov(∆xk), the covariance equation can
finally be expressed as

cov(xk+1) = (Ak−BkKk)cov(xk)

(Ak−BkKk)
T +Hkcov(wk)HT

k (40)

The variances predicted using (40) are compared with those
determined numerically from an ensemble of 1000 time do-
main responses calculated using (33). Fig. 8 shows the time-
varying standard deviations of the heading angle and lateral
path deviations of the US vehicle calculated using the two
methods. It is clear that the analytical and numerical results
are consistent with each other.

In order to assess the controllability of the vehicle, the co-
variance calculation is extended to the control signals. The
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7 DISCUSSION

Fig. 9: Standard deviation of the compensatory hand wheel
rate calculated using (40) and drive/brake torque for the US
vehicle calculated using (42) and an ensemble of 1000 time
domain responses.

initial quantities of interest are the hand wheel rate and the
drive/brake torque. The hand wheel rate is chosen over the
hand wheel angle because it has been argued that the physical
difficulty arises more from changing the angle than holding
the angle constant [23]. This quantity can be calculated from
(40) since δ̇sw is one of the vehicle states. However, this is
not the case for the drive/brake torque. This requires com-
putation of the variance of the vector uk. In order to achieve
this, uk is split into nominal and perturbed components:

cov(uk) = cov(ūk +∆uk) = cov(∆uk) = cov(−Kk∆xk)
(41)

Making again use of the identity cov(Ab) = Acov(b)AT , the
following is obtained

cov(∆uk) = Kkcov(∆xk)KT
k (42)

Thus, once the state-covariance is computed at each time-
step, the covariance matrix of the input vector can be found
using (42). A comparison of the analytical and numerical
results is shown in Fig. 9, which confirms the validity of the
method.

6 Results

Fig. 10 shows the standard deviation of the lateral path error
as the two vehicles travel around the corner. On approach
to the bend the error is about 0.04 m but the error increases
as the vehicles pass the apex of the bend, reaching a maxi-
mum between the apex and exit of the bend. The two vechi-
cles behave similarly, although the OS vehicle experiences
a higher maximum value of path error standard deviation,
about 0.15 m. Comparison to the nominal control actions in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 shows that the increase in path error begins
some distance after the braking point, once the steering angle
has reached about half its peak positive value. Once accel-

Fig. 10: Standard deviation of lateral path error through the
manoeuvre.

erating in a straightline after the exit of the bend the path
error reduces to the about the value seen before braking on
approach to the bend.

Fig. 11 shows the corresponding results for the heading er-
ror. The trends are similar, although heading error begins
increasing later in the manoeuvre than lateral error. The OS
vehicle exhibits two peaks, which occur either side of the
switch from braking to accelerating.

Fig. 12 shows the standard deviation of the compensatory
hand wheel angle. The increase in lateral and heading error
is generally matched by increase in the compensatory hand
wheel angle. The US vehicle has two peaks, located each
side of the switch from braking to accelerating. The OS ve-
hicle has a large peak just before the switch from braking
to accelerating, and coincident with the first peak in heading
error shown in Fig. 11

Further insight to the effect of the centre of mass position
can be gained by plotting the standard deviations as a func-
tion of time and of CoM position, however in this format it
is more difficult to relate feaures of the surface plot to loca-
tions on the bend. Fig. 13 shows the standard deviation of
the compensatory steering control. The US and OS vehicles
correspond to the edges of the surface, at a/(a+b) = 0.4 and
a/(a+b) = 0.6.

7 Discussion

In this section the response variances of the compensatory
steering controller are compared to some of the existing sta-
bility criteria reviewed in Section 1, specifically stability
and controllability derivatives, and frozen-time eigenvalues.
These existing criteria are evaluated by considering only the
linearised lateral-yaw dynamics of the vehicle (3a) and (3b)
and linearising the combined slip tyre model at each point
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Fig. 11: Standard deviation of heading error through the ma-
noeuvre.

Fig. 12: Standard deviation of compensatory hand wheel an-
gle through the manoeuvre.

Fig. 13: Surface plot showing how the standard deviation of
the compensatory hand wheel angle varies with CoM posi-
tion and time through the manoeuvre. The US and OS vehi-
cles correspond to the boundaries of the surface.

Fig. 14: Directional stablilty derivative for the OS and US
vehicles through the manoeuvre.

through the manoeuvre.

Fig. 14 shows the variation of the directional stability deriva-
tive ∂Mt/∂β as the US and OS vehicles travel through the
curve. On approach to the curve the derivative is negative,
which indicates a destabilising condition and arises because
the traction force at the rear wheels decreases the effective
cornering stiffness at the rear axle. After the braking point
the derivative becomes positive, consistent with the stabil-
ising effect of the front-biased brake balance. The subse-
quent changes of sign in the derivatives approximately fol-
lows the switches between drive and brake torque shown in
Fig. 4, consistent with the combined slip behaviour of the
tyres. Comparison with the responses of the compensatory
dynamics in Figs. 10 to 12 reveals that the standard deviation
of the compensatory control actions does not correlate well
with the directional stability derivative: the control actions
are large in regions of positive and in regions of negative
derivative.

Fig. 15 shows the variation of the yaw damping derivative
∂Mt/∂ψ̇ as the vehicles travel through the curve. The US
and OS vehicles exhibit a similar variation. The derivative is
negative throughout the manoeuvre, corresponding to a sta-
bilising action. However the derivative reduces signicantly in
the middle of the manoeuvre, corresponding approximately
to the peaks in the compensatory responses in Figs. 10 to
12. The derivative tends to increase with a reduction in ve-
hicle speed, theoretically approach infinity as the speed ap-
proaches zero. The indicates that the decrease in effective
cornering stiffness of the the tyres

Fig. 16 shows the variation of the control moment deriva-
tive ∂Mt/∂δsw as the vehicles travel through the curve. The
derivative is high whilst the vehicle is accelerating on ap-
proach to the curve because there are no drive or braking
torques on the front axle to reduce the cornering stiffness.
The derivative reduces significantly once the brakes are ap-
plied, and reduces further as hand wheel angle is applied and
the front tyre nears saturation. The US vehicle reaches a
significantly lower value than the OS vehicle because of the
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8 CONCLUSION

Fig. 15: Yaw damping derivative for the OS and US vehicles
through the manoeuvre

Fig. 16: Control moment derivative for the US and OS vehi-
cles through the manoeuvre

forward CoM position of the US vehicle. The trough in the
derivative corresponds approximately to the peak region of
the compensatory hand wheel angle in Fig. 12.

Fig. 17 shows the real and imaginary parts of the eigenval-
ues for the lateral-yaw dynamics of the US vehicle through
the manoeuvre. The circles plotted on the time axis corre-
spond to the three phases of the manouvre: braking on entry;
transition from braking to accelerating at mid corner; and
maximum drive torque at exit. Positive real parts indicate in-
stability; non-zero imaginary parts indicate oscillation. The
vehicle is stable throughout the manoeuvre apart from the
point where drive torque is applied at mid-corner until just
after the point where maximum drive torque hs been applied
at exit. Fig. 18 shows the eigenvalues for the OS vehicle.
In comparison to the US vehicle, it becomes unstable earlier
in the maoeuvre (mid-way through the braking phase) but
returns to stability at about the same time. Comparing this
data to the response variances of the compensatory control,
Figs. 10 to 12 does not show an obvious relationship to the
features of the variance data, apart from a general increase in

Fig. 17: Eigenvalues for the US vehicle going through the
manoeuvre described in Section 3. The circles plotted on the
time axis correspond to the three phases of the manouvre:
braking on entry; transition from braking to accelerating at
mid corner; and maximum drive torque at exit. Positive real
parts indicate instability; non-zero imaginary parts indicate
oscillation.

variance in the regions of instability.

It is clear from the comparisons made in this Section that the
response variances of the driver and vehicle compensatory
dynamics give an additional view of the behaviour of a non-
linear vehicle as it travels through a manoeuvre near to the
limit of adhesion. Further work is needed to understand pre-
cisely how the responses should be interpreted, and to inves-
tigate the effect of the neuromuscular properties (damping
and natural frequency). A series of instrumented vehicle or
driving simulator experiments with experienced drivers pro-
viding subjective assessments is an obvious next step. It is
anticipated that such experimental data will allow potential
benefits of the new criteria to be revealed. Other extensions
to the work are planned: addition of human sensory and
cognitive limitations to the compensatory control model; a
nonlinear instead of linear compensatory controller; and in-
corporation of the compensatory response variances as con-
straints in the calculation of the nominal optimal controls.
An important step in all these developments will be exper-
imental validation of the driver’s feedforward and feedback
control strategies and of the relationship between objective
and subjective responses.

8 Conclusion

A brief review of existing criteria for quantifying stability
and controllability of road vehicles concluded that the prac-
tical stability approach was worthy of further development,
with the aim of providing a closer relationship to subjective
assessments by drivers. A minimum manoeuvre time calcu-
lation for a five DoF nonlinear vehicle model revealed that
moving the CoM rearwards (without changing the brake bal-
ance) required earlier braking on entry to the corner, counter-
steering between mid-corner and exit, and later acceleration
out the corner. Calculation of the response variances of a
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Fig. 18: Eigenvalues for the OS vehicle going through the
manoeuvre described in Section 3.

compensatory LQR steering controller agreed closely with
the variances calculated from an ensemble of time-domain
responses, and thus enabled efficient computation of the
driver and vehicle response to random distrubances acting on
the vehicle as it travels through the manoeuvre. The variance
of lateral path error, heading error and compensatory hand
wheel angle plotted as a function of distance through the cor-
ner revealed how the driver might perceive the change in ve-
hicle operating point. The main effect of moving the centre
of mass rearwards was a sharp increase in the variance of the
hand wheel angle at the transition from braking to accelerat-
ing at mid-corner. Comparison of the variances to existing
criteria (eigenvalues and stability derivatives) demonstrated
that the new criteria present an additional perspective of the
dynamic behaviour of a nonlinear vehicle through the ma-
noeuvre. Further work is planned, including comparison of
the new stability and controllability criteria with subjective
assessments by a human driver.
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